Seven Exclusive Food Tours That
Help You Taste the Magic of NYC
A journey for your wanderlust and taste buds

Question for you. What is the one thing that almost everyone does when they visit New
York City? Strain their necks looking up at the tall buildings? Well – yes – but that’s not
what I was going for. Get a picture taken with one of the abundant “characters” that
stroll around Times Square day and night? Hmmm – that’s a good guess – but guess
again. Visit the Statue of Liberty? The Empire State Building? Rockefeller Center? Central
Park? Sure – they are all extremely popular tourist sites – but nope – still not quite there
yet.
Give up? Ok. Here’s the correct answer – and it’s surprisingly simple – they eat! And
in New York City eating is a tourist experience in its own rite. The pizza, the Italian fare,
the bakeries and of course the countless hot dog, roasted nut and soft pretzel vendors
– it’s all part of taking a bite out of the Big Apple (pardon my cheesy pun). You know
what makes it even better? When you add the services of an expert tour guide and
allow them to introduce you to the vast variety of culinary delights that can be found
here, while learning about the history of that food in the city – or perhaps that of the
neighborhoods the food is found in – and in some cases, even learning how to prepare
the food.
As you probably have already surmised – we have no shortage of food tours and
culinary experiences for you to choose from. In this e-book, we have narrowed down the
menu to seven of our most popular, in no particular order. However, before you read on,
I feel like I must forewarn you – reading this blog is going to have your mouth watering
and your tummy rumbling, so proceed with caution – and preferably NOT on an empty
stomach.

Eating Your Way Through Manhattan
Hell’s Kitchen, Little Italy, Greenwich Village and the Lower East Side are all covered on this
experience – which is our most comprehensive food tours. And, since the experience spans
from Midtown down through LES, it comes with a private luxury vehicle to get you from one tasty
neighborhood treat to the next – learning about the island and the landmarks you pass along
the way. As for the fare – it varies but some examples of what you might be sampling include
a cheesy slice of NYC pizza, one of those famous NYC hotdogs, oh so decadent homemade
cannoli, Norwegian smoked salmon on, yes, the equally famous NYC bagel, spanakopita which
is Greek spinach pie, a mozzarella and prosciutto sandwich and a delicious dumpling. You’ll
hit a total of four or five stops including one of the trendy, ethnic restaurants found on Ninth
Avenue in Hell’s Kitchen, trattorias, pizzerias and delis as you eat your way through some of the
most popular neighborhoods in Manhattan.

Private Greenwich Village
Food Tasting Tour
Greenwich Village – also known as the West Village or simply the Village is a
delightful neighborhood in what is considered Lower Manhattan. Its food offerings
are plentiful and a great representation of the ethnic diversity that is New York
City. On this walking tour you’ll be treated to a scrumptious slice of pizza from
Famous Joe’s Pizza – a staple in the Village since the mid-’70s and whose founder
comes straight from the birthplace of pizza – Naples, Italy, NYC favorite falafel
– which is a popular Middle Eastern dish, a hearty NYC hot dog and of course a
well-deserved dessert. This three-hour walking tour will have you winding through
the Village’s streets which you will quickly notice are laid out vastly different than
Manhattan’s other neighborhoods. Here you’ll find narrower roads, many with
odd angles making it a more unstructured grid than the rest of the island. You also
won’t find any high rises here which adds to the quaintness of the area.

Arthur Avenue Food Tasting Tour

You’re probably familiar with Little Italy in NYC – but are you aware that the real Little
Italy is considered to be the one in the Bronx – as opposed to the one found in Lower
Manhattan? It is and it’s located in the Belmont section along Arthur Avenue. It became
a mecca for incredible Italian food thanks to the settling of immigrants there who had
helped build the Bronx Zoo. For this experience you’ll be picked up in a luxury vehicle
that will drop you and your expert guide off in the middle of Arthur Avenue’s authentic
cheese shops, bakeries, delicatessens, pizzerias and more, all of which you’ll explore on
foot. You’ll get a peek at the ribbons of fresh pasta, mouthwatering mozzarella being
prepared and even cigars being hand rolled. But you won’t just be looking at all this
amazingness – you’ll also be sampling it – from homemade mozzarella to that everpopular staple pizza to fresh bread and of course, yummy pastries.

Brooklyn Food Tasting Tour

As with Manhattan, Brooklyn has no shortage of
gastronomic delights thanks to its ethnic diversity across
its many neighborhoods. Two of the most popular
foods out of this bureau are no doubt it’s Brooklyn style
pizza – different than your typical New York slice thanks
to the half mozzarella and half provolone blend of
cheeses as well as it’s thin, crispy crust and those oh
so yummy half chocolate and half vanilla black and
white cookies – popularized on a little 90’s sitcom called
Seinfeld that you may be familiar with. On this four-hour
tour via private luxury vehicle your guide will take you
to several different neighborhoods for some tasty treats
at four different stops. These may include Downtown
Brooklyn, Clinton Hill, Cobble Hill or DUMBO (Down
Under the Manhattan Bridge Overpass) among others.
On the menu? chocolate delights from a well-known
area chocolatier, a slice of pizza at a famous Brooklyn
pizzeria, with some Middle Eastern fare thrown in the mix
as well.

Private NYC Pizza and Gelato Challenge
What do you get when you put pizza and gelato together in one tour led by a culinary historian,
educator and cookbook author? You get the newest addition to our amazing NYC food experiences.
And this three-hour walking tour has a different twist. In addition to sampling pizza and gelato, you’re
also rating it. First, you’ll frequent three downtown neighborhoods where you’ll taste slices from four
pizzerias as you learn about their history in the city along the way. For instance – did you know pizza first
arrived in America in the early 1900s via Italian immigrants and, that New York-style pizza began with
the opening of Lombardi’s, the US’s first pizzeria in Manhattan’s Little Italy? True story! After pizza it’s time
for dessert, aka gelato, which is the Italian word for ice cream. As you compare gelato offerings at two
gelaterias you’ll discover why its taste and texture are so different from the ice cream we’ve become
accustomed to. What a fun – and yummy – way to play food critic.

The Cupcake Challenge:
A Taste and Rate Tour

Got a sweet tooth? Up for a challenge? This sugary experience is another opportunity to indulge your
inner food critic – and that sweet tooth of yours. Now I would guess that when you think of cupcakes in
New York City you probably automatically think Magnolia Bakery – which is arguably one of the city’s
best. Started in the West Village over a quarter of a century ago – its name is synonymous with cupcake
creations (red velvet or chocolate hazelnut banana cupcakes anyone?) as well as a host of other
to-die-for desserts including cakes, brownies, pies and cookies. The tour takes place over three hours
during which time you’ll sample – and rate – cupcakes based on presentation, frosting quality and style
and moistness and crumb density. And your tour guide? None other than a well-respected culinary
educator with a specialty in fine chocolate and other artisanal foods who’s worked with some of the
most distinguished culinary talent in the world including Julia Child, Jacques Torres and Padma Lakshmi –
just to name a few!

Private Culinary Experience in NYC
Want to go above and beyond with your culinary experience in New York City? How about attending
a hands-on cooking class taught by a classically trained chef in a charming loft – think exposed brick
walls, an open chef’s kitchen and rustic wood tables – in Little Italy? The perfect addition to a girl’s trip,
a romantic getaway, family vacations, small groups or to celebrate a birthday or anniversary – there’s
no cooking experience necessary. Your chef will walk you through one of their most popular recipes –
which you get to choose from a selection of appetizers, main courses and desserts – teaching you the
tricks of the trade along the way. At the end you will have helped prepare a fabulous three-course meal
that you will get to actually sit down and enjoy at a beautiful table within the loft. And when the meal
has been prepared and your tummy has been satisfied – you leave with your new recipe in hand to
wow your friends at home with!

Needless to say, just like good, comfortable walking shoes are among the many things
you should pack for a trip to New York City –– make sure you bring your appetite as
well, because as you can tell there is a food tour for every taste on the menu of our
luxury travel experiences. Plan your gastronomic adventure today with the help of that
amazing team of destination experts who cannot wait to curate the perfect getaway to
Gotham for you and your fellow foodies. Bon appetite!
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